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In section 11.2.1, the XML Schema fragment for defining the LockFeature request includes the attribute definition:

Two paragraphs below that, the text states: "This specification does not constrain how long a lock should be held if the expiry attribute is not specified."
What does the default value of the expiry attribute do, then, if not "constrain how long a lock should be held if the expiry attribute is not specified"?

Furthermore, in the examples in section 11.5, the sample responses are shown to have a root element name of "WFS_LockFeatureResponse"; in reality, at least talking to a GeoServer (which I understand is the reference implementation of this spec), the name is actually "wfs:LockFeatureResponse".

### Summary of change:

* Amend the text to describe what the schema is saying. Update the examples to use wfs:LockFeatureResponse.
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* 11.2.1, 11.5
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